The Forward CLTU Service, a component of CCSDS's Space Link Extension, represents a substantial cost savings, mitigates risk, and minimizes ground system development and integration time. This exciting breakthrough enables a consistent interface, independent of the ground hardware and antenna performing the actual uplink. Thus, this standard protocol promotes interoperability between organizations, expanding the number of heterogeneous uplink assets available to a mission. In addition, mission operators can become familiar with one protocol, decoupled from any mission-specific commanding requirements.
the uplink and downlink to/from the spacecraft becomes a "black-box" to the user. However, the standard for each service includes enough information to allow operators at the MDOS to assess the real-time status of the service being provided.
Adoption of these standards by space organizations and agencies would allow for efficient cross support operations using heterogeneous ground assets. To utilize another agency's ground system today without this standard, custom software interfaces and perhaps hardware would be necessary. This incurs additional mission development and maintenance cost, schedule and risk. Using the standard, these factors are eliminated. One consistent interface is used to all ground systems, independent of the actual ground hardware and antenna. Operators that become familiar with this standard interface can easily communicate between multiple agencies and even across multiple missions.
Moreover, as more space agencies adopt these standards, the number of additional ground system resources accessible to a mission increases, adding greater flexibility in scheduling mission coverage.
SLE FORWARD CLTU SERVICE
The SLE Forward CLTU Service is one of the forward link services included in the SLE specifications. It allows for the transfer of commands from the MDOS to the ground system to be uplinked to the spacecraft. The SLE Forward CLTU Service comprises operations to establish and maintain a communication link from the user to the provider, transfer Command Link Transfer Units (CLTUs) and send/receive status information. Tables 1 and 2 list a brief description of the operations included in the service. To establish an association with the provider CLTU-UNBIND To release an association previously established by a CLTU-BIND operation CLTU-START To request that the SLE service provider prepare to accept CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA operations CLTU-STOP To notify the provider that CLTUs will no longer be sent and to request that any CLTUs in the queue be discarded CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA To transfer a CLTU to the service provider CLTU-SCHEDULE-STATUS-REPORT To request that the provider send a status report immediately or periodically, or stop reporting CLTU-GET-PARAMETER To ascertain the value of an SLE service parameter CLTU-THROW-EVENT To forward an event that requires Complex Management to take the actions defined for the event CLTU-PEER-ABORT To notify the peer system that the local system detected an error that requires the association to be terminated To notify the user of an event affecting production or provision of the Forward CLTU service CLTU-STATUS-REPORT To send a status report to the user CLTU-PEER-ABORT To notify the peer system that the local system detected an error that requires the association to be terminated CONTOUR CONTOUR, a NASA Discovery mission, will visit and study at least two comets. Except during periods of planned hibernation, the spacecraft will be monitored and controlled using NASA/JPL's Deep Space Mission System (DSMS) from the MOC at JHU/APL in Laurel, Maryland, USA. The CONTOUR project accepted the challenge of integrating the SLE Forward CLTU Service into the Mission Operations Center's Ground System. At the time, JPL and the European Space Agency (ESA) were actively designing and testing independent implementations of the SLE specifications in support of the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) mission. 2 While some existing NASA missions are transitioning to this new service provided by the DSMS, CONTOUR was the first to use it for launch and early operations. CONTOUR launched on July 3, 2002.
EXISTING GROUND SYSTEM
The commanding components of CONTOUR's Ground System are depicted in Figure 1 . Spacecraft commands entered by the user are constructed into TeleCommand (TC) packets, based on information stored in a command database. These packets are forwarded to another process that encapsulates them into TC frames. During spacecraft integration and testing, these frames are then sent to a front-end processor, which forwards them to other ground support equipment for uplink via an umbilical or via Radio Frequency (RF) communications to the spacecraft. The front-end processor includes software to convert the TC frame to a Command Link Transfer Unit (CLTU). 
Figure 1: CONTOUR Ground System Command Components
Given the existing architecture, it was simple to see that routing the TC frames to another process, instead of the front-end would limit the modifications to the other components and reduce the risk involved in integrating this new functionality. This new application would need to convert the TC frame to a CLTU and act as the user side of a SLE Forward CLTU Service. Except for the addition of a small handshaking protocol to the TC Frame Generator, this isolated the new functionality into one process, allowing essentially independent development and unit testing prior to system integration.
MULTI-MISSION REQUIREMENT
Very early in its design, this new component of the ground system was levied the requirement that it be reusable, with little modification, for future missions. So, not only was the component responsible for integrating the new SLE standard, which would potentially allow it to be used to interface to other agencies for command uplink, it had to be flexible enough to accommodate future missions.
Physical Layer Operation Procedure (PLOP).
The PLOP defines the manner in which the actual physical telecommand channel to the spacecraft is activated and deactivated. Two (2) procedures are currently defined: PLOP-1 and PLOP-2. In PLOP-1, a period of unmodulated carrier (no subcarrier) goes out between CLTUs and each CLTU is preceded by the acquisition sequence. In PLOP-2, the carrier is always modulated (subcarrier, with optional idle) between CLTUs. The acquisition sequence is only sent after the first CLTU following unmodulated carrier.
Normally, the selection of PLOP for a mission would affect the configuration of the provider only. 3 However, JPL's implementation for DSMS does not include support for PLOP-1 directly. Their implementation supports PLOP-None, which simply transmits exactly what is received. No acquisition sequence is ever prepended. Thus, to simulate PLOP-1 using PLOP-None, the user-side application would need to prepend the acquisition sequence to each CLTU. The existing front-end code that converted TC frames to CLTUs unconditionally prepended an acquisition sequence to each CLTU and even appended a trailing idle sequence, in addition to the required tail sequence. CONTOUR initially indicated that it would use PLOP-1 † . To support both current and future missions, both emulated PLOP-1 (via PLOP-None) and PLOP-2 had to be supported.
Earliest and Latest Radiation Times.
Data for uplink to the spacecraft is transferred to the provider using the CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA operation. Within the request, the invoker may specify a window in which the CLTU should be radiated. The CLTU would be queued at the provider until the specified earliest radiation time and would not be radiated after the specified latest radiation time had expired. JHU/APL mission operators rarely issue commands to the spacecraft in real-time. Onboard command macros, time-tagged commands and sequenced command loads are utilized extensively. When real-time commanding is necessary or when a software load or routine command load is uplinked, immediate radiation of CLTUs was desired. Thus, neither an earliest nor a latest radiation time would be specified in the CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA.
Inter-CLTU Delay. Additionally, the request to the provider may include an inter-CLTU delay, which specifies the minimum amount of time to wait after radiating the current CLTU, before the next CLTU begins radiation. Initially, there was a vague perception that the capability to specify a minimum amount of time between CLTUs would be useful.
To simulate PLOP-1 using PLOP-None, the provider is configured to generate unmodulated carrier between CLTUs. However, if multiple CLTUs are queued and no earliest radiation time is specified, they will attempt to be radiated contiguously. The capability to specify an inter-CLTU delay proved to be mandatory to emulate PLOP-1, since the CONTOUR command detector needed enough unmodulated carrier (50 bits) between CLTUs to allow it to reset. Multiple Station Support. During launch, handovers, and critical events, it is common to have multiple ground stations supporting operations. Having the capability to BIND to multiple stations simultaneously is mandatory. Figure 2 illustrates how one process instance interfaces to the existing command system, allows insight into four (4) simultaneously bound stations, and restricts CLTU output to only one of these stations. Use of this design, instead of an instance of the process for each station, minimizes the changes to the existing command processes and reduces the complexity by keeping the interface to the Transfer Frame Generator to one and only one connection. † CONTOUR eventually baselined PLOP-2 for nominal flight operations. For example, during a handover scenario between two (2) stations and while still bound to the outgoing station, the user can bind to the incoming station prior to Acquisition of Signal (AOS) to assess the status of the provider. A CLTU-START could be invoked to enable commanding. At the time of the handover, the user simply issues a SET STATION directive to the application to route subsequent spacecraft commands to the new station.
ISSUES CONCERNING END-USERS
To ease the transition to this new command protocol, the goal was to provide as much status information as possible in a concise manner, while hiding the details of protocol. End users were involved in the following design choices.
Automated CLTU-START and CLTU-STOP.
The CLTU-START operation is used to enable command (CLTU) queuing and transmission. The CLTU-STOP operation both clears the provider's CLTU queue and disables further receipt of CLTUs. The initial design had the application automatically invoking the CLTU-START operation when the first transfer frame was received following a BIND. The CLTU-STOP operation was propagated to a user directive, as the operator needed the ability to clear the CLTU queue at any time. Although there are certain instances when the application knew that a CLTU-STOP was necessary, it was never automatically issued by the application. Unfortunately, this decision implied that the users would need to become familiar with those instances for which the CLTU-STOP operation was mandatory.
Through lengthy discussion, the decision to automatically invoke the CLTU-START operation was ultimately reversed. This too meant that users would need to become more familiar with the protocol. They soon learned that the BIND and START directive were tied and that the SLE service instance state indicator gave them insight into the provider's current ability to accept CLTUs. The main advantage to propagating the CLTU-START to the user was that it allowed a crude locking mechanism. The CLTU-START enabled commanding via the station and the CLTU-STOP disabled this ability.
Flow Control. The SLE Forward CLTU Service does an excellent job of providing up-to-date statistics about the status of service. One key element of this status is the number of bytes available in the queue. However, since CLTUs are of variable length, this cannot correlate to the number of CLTUs that can be sent, but does provide some idea of the current capacity of the queue.
When sending CLTUs to be queued at the station, the application could (1) send and queue all CLTUs that were available up to the maximum capacity of the station's queue; (2) send a CLTU only after the previous CLTU was radiated; or (3) send and queue some CLTUs and then send more as each queued CLTU finishes radiating.
One key goal to choosing an approach to flow control was to eliminate any delay in radiating CLTUs due to network propagation delays. This immediately eliminated the approach of a one-to-one design in which the next CLTU was sent only after the previous one had radiated. This incurred the undesirable effect of two propagation delays -the notification of radiation of the previous CLTU and the transfer of the next CLTU to be queued/radiated.
The disadvantage to queuing as much as possible is the case when a CLTU fails to radiate. When this occurs, the queue must be cleared via a CLTU-STOP and the entire queue reloaded.
The design chosen allowed the number of CLTUs to be queued to be dynamically configurable. The current system sets this parameter to ten (10) CLTUs. Thus at any time, a maximum of ten (10) CLTUs could be queued at the station. As a CLTU is radiated, it is replaced in the queue by a new CLTU, if available. Note that the unit of this parameter is the number of CLTUs, not the number of bytes. If the value of this parameter is not dynamically modified for high data rates and/or when CLTUs are very small, the queue may empty quickly; even faster than it can be filled. Nevertheless, this design allows for nearly continuous radiation, as CLTUs are almost always available in the queue for radiation. This flexible flow control design also allows the other two approaches to be emulated.
Hiding PLOP. If both PLOP-1 and PLOP-2 were directly available in the DSMS implementation, the provider would be configured for either and the MDOS application would need no special configuration.
However, PLOP-None adds requirements to what is sent to the provider when it is used to emulate PLOP-1. Specifically, each CLTU must be prepended with the acquisition sequence and an adequate inter-CLTU delay must be included with the CLTU.
Thus to support both PLOP-1 and PLOP-2, the application's configuration must include an optional acquisition sequence and inter-CLTU delay. The design chosen opted not to key off the station's configured plop-in-effect. Instead, the application is configured to prepend an acquisition pattern of a specified length. When set to zero (0), an acquisition sequence is never prepended. So, if a mission chose to use PLOP-2, the application would be configured to use a zero-length acquisition sequence.
The inter-CLTU delay was propagated to the user and made dynamically configurable. In PLOP-2, it is rarely used and remains at zero (0) to allow for continuous radiation of bits. To emulate PLOP-1, it must be set, based on the uplink data rate, to allow the command detector to reset to an inactive state.
Therefore, the details of PLOP are really implemented using configurable parameters whose default values are read from a configuration file when the application starts. While the user can see these values in ground status telemetry, they should be chosen by a mission and frozen prior to system testing.
Command History. When using the front-end interface in the current system, very little status information about the CLTU was available once it was written to the interface for it to be forwarded to the spacecraft. The new application set out to provide step-by-step status of each CLTU from the time it was received by the application to the time it was radiated.
To accomplish this, the CLTU-SCHEDULE-STATUS-REPORT requests periodic status, usually at the provider's minimum allowable value. The CLTU-ASYNC-NOTIFY, requested in every CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA, provides additional up-to-date information when the CLTU radiates.
One requirement that simplified this command history capability was that one transfer frame be converted to one CLTU. This allowed a one-to-one mapping of the transfer frame sequence number to the CLTU identifier used and reported by the provider.
CLTUs are tracked through the system using the following states: NONE, SENT, ACK, RADIATE, XMIT, FAILED, and CLEARED. Table 3 describes the transitions and Figure 3 shows the state diagram. 
Figure 4: Example of Command History
The CLTU length and an estimate of the radiation time, based on the current uplink data rate, are provided on a transition to the SENT state for each CLTU. Figure 4 depicts a typical command history.
Collecting and formatting the CLTU status in this manner allows the operator an up-to-date snapshot of e commanding queue -both a picture of the current contents of the provider's queue and what was or will be in that queue.
Propagating Parameters to the User. As described earlier, most SLE Forward CLTU Service operatio re pro d to the ome r th s wer so propag d.
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The CLTU-START never specifies the first-cltu-identification. Instead, the CLTU-START is immediately followed by a CLTU-GET-PARAMETER to request the next CLTU identifier to use. Thi a
As mentioned above, the cltu-identification used in the CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA is initially retrieved from the provider foll v START must later be sent to continue commanding. This will resynchronize the CLTU identifier. As mentioned earlier, the earliest-radiation-time and latest-radiation-time are never specified and the d ti upon completion of CLTU radiation. In fact, this CLTU-ASYNC-NOTIFY is one of the keys to providing flow control.
T specified, the 'stop' report-request-type is used.
T REFRESH directive to request the most up-to-date information from the provider and the application. A REFRESH directive triggers both a request for a CLTU-STATUS-REPORT and a set of CLTU-GETPARAMETERs. These CLTU-GET-PARAMETERs are also automatically invoked after a succ C identification, maximum-cltu-length, modulation-frequency, modulation-index, plop-in-effect, reportingcycle, and subcarrier-to-bit-rate-ratio.
All event-identifications for the CLTU-THROW-EVENT supported by DSMS's implementation are propagated to the user.
The CLTU-PEER-ABORT is propagated to the user, but is not used in normal operations.
N
CLTUs currently queued at the station.
T both the return from the CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA and in the CLTU-STATUS-REPORT. However, this does not easily correlate to the number of CLTUs in the queue. Additionally, the CLTU-STATUS-REPORT includes the number of CLTUs received, processed, and radiated. The number of CLTUs that are currently queued could be calculated from these statistics. However, the periodic nature of the CLTU-STATUS-REPORT may not allow this to be updated in a timely fashion.
To simplify the calculation of this indicator and to provide updates to it in a timely fashion, the pplication bookkeeps the number of CLTUs queued at the station. This is integrally tied to the n acknowledged by a positive result within the CLTU-TRANSFER-DATA sponse. CLTUs are then removed from this list when they are successfully radiated, fail to radiate, or update to the ngth of this list and thus to the indicator of the provider's queue depth.
LESSONS LEARNED
users in the design of the To mitigate risk, JHU/APL chose to use y for the proxy layer (TCP), and in fact, ses the identical implementation. 6 The API included almost all the code necessary to implement all e user side. This lone allowed JHU/APL to focus on how we would integrate it into our ground system in a way that sing the simulator. As such, for much of development nd integration, the heavily utilized DSMS resources were not necessary. The simulator also provided a to be traversed to make the TCP connection. Having e MDOS initiate the connection was a major issue. JPL's SLE API only supported user initiated interface and uncovered this issue earlier in development. a command history, which is tracking the CLTUs through the system. The application keeps a list of CLTUs that have bee re are cleared (via a CLTU-STOP). The use of the CLTU-ASYNC-NOTIFY allows for timely le Several valuable lessons were learned in the design, implementation, and testing phases associated with integration the SLE Forward CLTU Service into CONTOUR's existing ground system. Design Review. Early in the development of the new application, the design review provided a means for the end users to provide input. The agreement to adopt the SLE Forward CLTU Service meant that the mission operations personnel would have to depart from the protocol they were familiar with, to one that as new -both for them and the DSMS station operators. Including the endw new application proved to smooth this transition.
JPL's SLE API. Absolutely invaluable to the success of integrating this new service was the SLE Application Program Interface (API) provided by JPL. The SLE API uses an abstract layered approach that allows for consistent interfaces, which are independent of the implementation. The SLE API consists of the Service Element, Proxy, Operations, and Utilities and includes interfaces to the Application. These components interact at an abstract interface level. 5 an agreed upon technolog u layers of the SLE Forward CLTU Service. Except for a handful of SLE application layer interfaces that had to be added, the package of nine (9) libraries included everything necessary for th a would be simple and reusable.
JPL's Provider Simulator. Further, JPL provided a SLE Forward CLTU Service Provider simulator. After successfully performing a quick compatibility test via the Internet to a JPL hosted provider, further development and testing confidently proceeded u a training ground for end users.
Network Security. One major obstacle that was uncovered when testing commenced using the DSMS test facility was network security. Being an external organization that accesses DSMS facilities, several firewalls, routers, translators and other devices had th BINDs, as a TCP client. Placing an additional security device between JHU/APL and DSMS proved undesirable, as the device did not properly provide a seamless gateway at the protocol layer. In retrospect, having a firm idea of the features of the operational physical link that will make the connection from the user to the provider would have allowed additional resources to be focused on the details of this ASN.1 Compiler. An Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) compiler was necessary to compile and link pieces of JPL's SLE API. To ease integration of the SLE API, the same compiler used by JPL was itially chosen. Due to cost factors, additional compilers were investigated and one chosen to prototype hedule constraints and to reduce the risk associated with replacing the ompiler, the original implementation was integrated. in replacement. A majority of the SLE Protocol Data Units (PDUs) was recompiled with the candidate compiler and the API source code modified to integrate their use. The prototype successfully sent and received PDUs to the JPL provider simulator, which retained the original ASN.1 implementation. However, unlike the original compiler, the candidate compiler API functions did not perform full memory management. Due to both sc c
CURRENT AND FUTURE USES
Launched on July 3, 2002, CONTOUR was the first mission to use the SLE Forward CLTU Service during launch and early orbit operations. It is also the first externally managed mission using the DSMS network to operationally utilize this new service. To date, real-time mission operators have reported no anomalies with the new service.
Subsequent missions managed by JHU/APL, including ME utilize this same service. The design of the MOC's real-time ground system for these future missions is largely inherited from CONTOUR. The application which integrates the SLE Forward CLTU Service into these ground systems has been designed to be 100% reusable. That is, it has been designed to be completely configurable and should be able to be used for these future missions -unchanged.
